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Abstract First the ‘Weismann barrier’ and later on Francis Crick’s ‘central dogma’

of molecular biology nourished the gene-centric paradigm of life, i.e., the conception

of the gene/genome as a ‘central source’ from which hereditary specificity unidi-

rectionally flows or radiates into cellular biochemistry and development. Today, due

to advances in molecular genetics and epigenetics, such as the discovery of complex

post-genomic and epigenetic processes in which genes are causally integrated, many

theorists argue that a gene-centric conception of the organism has become prob-

lematic. Here, we first explore the causal implications of the following two central

dogma-related issues: (1) widespread reverse transcription—arguing for an extension

from ‘DNA-genome’ to RNA-encompassing ‘NA-genome’ and, thus, from tradi-

tional DNA-centrism to a broader ‘NA-centrism’; and (2) the absence of a mechanism

of reverse translation—arguing for the ‘structural primacy’ of NA-sequence over

protein in cellular biochemistry. Secondly, we explore whether this latter conclusion

can be extended to a ‘functional primacy’ of NA-sequence over protein in cellular

biochemistry, which would imply a limited kind of ‘gene/NA-centrism’ confined to

the subcellular level of NA/protein-based biochemistry. Finally, we explore the

conditions—and their (non)fulfilment—for a more generalised form of gene-centrism

extendable to higher levels of biological organisation. We conclude that the higher we

go in the biological hierarchy, the more dubious gene-centric claims become.
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Introduction

The complexity of cellular biochemistry and the complete embeddedness of DNA-

sequences therein, as revealed by modern developments in molecular biology, has

made many scholars question the relevance or even plausibility of the central dogma

of molecular biology and, consequently, the gene-centric nature of life (e.g.,

Thieffry and Sarkar 1998; Sarkar 2000, 2005; Griesemer 2002; Jablonka and Lamb

2005; Neumann-Held and Rehmann-Sutter 2006; Stotz 2006a, b; Godfrey-Smith

2007; Shapiro 2009, 2011; Koonin 2012). In a first section, we briefly sketch the

Weismannian background of the central dogma, and take a short glance at the

discoveries that have undermined the central dogma in support of the DNA-centric

interpretation of life. In a second section, we explore the causal implications of the

following two central dogma-related issues: (1) widespread reverse transcription

and (2) the absence of a mechanism of reverse translation, arguing for respectively

(a) an extension from ‘DNA-genome’ to RNA-encompassing ‘NA-genome’ and

(b) the ‘structural primacy’ of NA-sequence over protein in cellular biochemistry. In

a third section, we explore whether, and under what conditions, this latter

conclusion can be extended to a ‘functional primacy’ of NA-sequence over protein

in cellular biochemistry, which would mean a modest kind of ‘gene/NA-centrism’

confined to the subcellular level of NA/protein-based biochemistry. And finally in a

fourth section, we formulate and explore the conditions and their (non)fulfilment for

a more generalised kind of gene-centrism applicable to higher levels of biological

organisation. Here, we mainly focus on the (relatively ‘low’) epigenetic level and/or

epigenome and on the (much ‘higher’) phenotypic level and/or phenome.

Science-historical background: from the Weismann barrier to the central
dogma to the demise of DNA-centrism

Winther (2001, p. 522) summarises August Weismann’s vision on the origin of

variation as follows: ‘‘[…] acquired somatic variations are not inherited, but

acquired germ-plasm variations are inherited and are the only kind of novel germ-

plasm variation […].’’ Contrary to widespread misunderstanding, Weismann did not

simply argue against the inheritance of ‘acquired’ variation. That is, he did not

argue against the inheritance of during development acquired germ-plasm variation,

explicitly allowing for the origin or generation of variation (mutation) in the germ-

plasm to occur due to external, environmental fluctuations during ontogeny

(Weismann 1893a; Winther 2001). What he argued against was the germline

inheritance of somatically acquired variation. The non-inheritance of somatically

acquired variation by means of germline inheritance logically followed from the

following two-fold hypothesis. First, there was his hypothesis on the ‘continuity of
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the germ-plasm’: germ-plasm could only be derived from germ-plasm and not from

the soma (Weismann 1889, 1893a). Hence, there was no germline inheritance of

somatically acquired variation through ‘pangenesis’, i.e., the production of germ-

plasm by the soma. He spoke in this respect of ‘‘[…] ‘blasto-genesis’—or origin

from a germ-plasm, in contradistinction to Darwin’s theory of ‘pangenesis’—or

origin from all parts of the body’’ (Weismann 1893a, p. xiii). The ‘continuity of

germ-plasm’ or ‘blasto-genesis’ hypothesis relied, at least in part, on a second

ingredient in the Weismannian framework, viz. his assumption of a specification or

instruction barrier—later on dubbed the ‘Weismann barrier’—through which no

structural specifications or instructions can pass from soma toward germ-plasm

(Weismann 1889, 1893b, 1904; see also Gould 2002; Haig 2007). This assumption

was—in contrast to what is often thought—not simply or merely based on a spatial

separation between germ-plasm and soma, but on a more fundamental difference

between the hereditary constituents in the germ-plasm and the somatic body parts

themselves. Due to this difference, the germ-plasm cannot be assumed to contain a

‘microscopic facsimile’ (term Weismann) or ‘blueprint’ deterministically and,

hence, reversibly specifying the developing soma (thus, this latter can also not

specify or instruct in reverse the germ-plasm constituents) (Weismann 1889, 1893b,

1904; see also Dawkins 1982, 2004; Haig 2007). As Weismann reasoned, the

difference between germ-plasm constituents and somatic body parts implies that the

transmission of a somatically acquired change to the germ-plasm would require the

germ-plasm constituents ‘‘[…] to vary in quite a different way from that in which

the finished parts have varied; which is very like supposing that an English telegram

to China is there received in the Chinese language’’ (Weismann 1904, vol. 2, p. 63;

emphasis added). Later, this avant-la-lettre ‘informational’ barrier has been related

to Francis Crick’s ‘central dogma’ of molecular biology (e.g., Maynard Smith 1993,

2000; Dawkins 1982, 2004; Jablonka and Lamb 2005, ch. 1). The latter states that

genetic sequence specificity or ‘information’ cannot pass backwards from three-

dimensional protein to linear amino acid or nucleic acid sequence (Crick 1958,

1970; Thieffry and Sarkar 1998). Both the Weismann barrier and Crick’s central

dogma nourished the conception of the gene/genome as a ‘central source’—or as a

‘read-only memory’ (ROM) device, as Shapiro (2011) terms it—from which

hereditary information flows or radiates into cellular biochemistry and development

and not the other way around (Griesemer 2002, 2005; Shapiro 2011). This ‘gene-

centric’ perspective of the organism was, and still is, basic to neo-Darwinian

evolutionary biology. In what follows, we leave aside the old concept of the

Weismann barrier and focus on the more recent central dogma of molecular biology.

The central dogma (Crick 1958, 1970) states that genetic sequence information

cannot be transferred ‘backwards’ from protein to either protein or nucleic acid,

i.e., from three-dimensional protein to linear amino acid or nucleic acid sequence.

As such, the central dogma nourished the gene-centric—and more specifically the

‘DNA-centric’—conception of life. This latter assumes a predominantly unidi-

rectional flow of genetic sequence information from hereditary or replicated DNA,

transcribed into RNA [with the admission of reverse transcription by retroviruses

(Temin and Mizutani 1970; Crick 1970)], translated into protein and proteinaceous

biochemistry and development. However, as many theorists have made clear, due
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to advances in molecular genetics and epigenetics during the decades since the

dogma was formulated, gene-centrism—at least in its DNA-centric form—has

become very difficult to maintain. First, there is a large number of post-genomic

and epigenetic processes involving gene products—both non-coding RNA

(ncRNA) and proteins—that causally influence ‘in the opposite direction’ genetic

NA- (DNA- and RNA-) sequence. Often-cited examples of such ncRNA- and

protein-mediated causation on DNA- and RNA-sequence are widespread reverse

transcription from ncRNA to DNA (e.g., Temin 1985; Brosius 1999, 2003;

Shapiro 2009, 2011), changes in DNA-sequence due to protein-mediated

proofreading and repair (e.g., Goodman 2002; Shapiro 2009, 2011), DNA-

methylation which may cause the mutation of methylated cytosine into thymine

(e.g., Holliday 1990; Jablonka and Lamb 2005, pp 126–132; Law and Jacobsen

2010), RNA-editing (e.g., Brennicke et al. 1999; Maas and Rich 2000;

Maydanovych and Beal 2006; Knoop 2011), and RNA-splicing (e.g., Sharp

1994; Thieffry and Sarkar 1998; Stotz 2006b; Shapiro 2009, 2011). Because such

post-genomic and epigenetic processes imply that non-genetic developmental and

environmental conditions may inject causal/informational parameters into DNA-

and RNA-sequence, genetically replicated DNA-sequence cannot count as the sole

or exclusive causal ‘central source’ providing information for gene products and

cellular biochemistry and development. These pre-translational modifications of

NA- (DNA- and RNA-) sequence, however, are not the end of the story. Due to

mechanisms of ‘translational recoding’, such as frameshifting, programmed

bypassing and codon redefinition (Baranov et al. 2003; Stotz 2006b), the

causal/informational contribution of genetic DNA-sequence to the production of

proteins (and hence to cellular biochemistry and development) is further

weakened. Moreover, an mRNA-specified amino acid sequence is not the sole

factor that determines a three-dimensional protein-structure; all kinds of post-

translational protein modifications due to covalent alterations on the ribosomes are

involved (Shapiro 2009, 2011), again weakening the causal/informational contri-

bution of genetic DNA-sequence to the production of proteins and, hence, to

cellular biochemistry and development. Furthermore, the fact that gene products

(ncRNAs and proteins) are not the sole components that make up cells and

organisms, undermines the causal centrality of genetic DNA-sequence in life.

Finally, transgenerationally inherited information is not reducible to genetic DNA

variation alone, but may involve many kinds of non-genetic epigenetically

inherited variation (Jablonka and Lamb 1995, 2005; Haig 2004; Richards 2006;

Rando and Verstrepen 2007; Jablonka and Raz 2009; Richards et al. 2010). That

is, the transgenerational re-occurrence of phenotypic organismal variation does not

only rely on transgenerational genetic parameters but also on transgenerational

epigenetic parameters, and even on transgenerational extra-cellular, extra-organ-

ismal and environmental factors (e.g., Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Odling-Smee and

Laland 2011).

Together, these and other post-genomic, epigenetic and extra-genetic factors

imply that genetic DNA-sequence is not the sole—and even possibly not always the

primary—causal factor providing informational parameters for the generation of

gene products and for cellular biochemistry and development. See in this regard the
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critiques on gene-centrism by ‘developmental systems theory’ (Oyama 1985;

Oyama et al. 2001) and other ‘gene-de-centric’ theorists (e.g., Jablonka and Lamb

1995, 2005; Griesemer 2000, 2002, 2005; Keller 2000; Moss 2003; Stotz 2006a, b;

Callebaut et al. 2007; Noble 2008, 2011; Shapiro 2009, 2011). Due to complex

biochemical, cellular and developmental processes in which genetic DNA-sequence

appears to be causally integrated and contextualised, gene-centrism would be flawed

if not falsified. In the following sections, we investigate to what extent and under

what conditions gene-centrism may or may not hold.

The causal implications of widespread reverse transcription
and of the absence of a mechanism of reverse translation

Widespread reverse transcription: a conceptual shift from DNA-genome

to NA-genome

Why an ‘NA-genome’ instead of the traditional DNA-genome? Why identify NA-

sequence instead of only DNA-sequence as ‘genetic’ material? We think this shift is

almost mandatory, given the recently established high frequency rates of reverse

transcription. If reverse transcription would only be a rare phenomenon compared to

‘ordinary’ transcription, then DNA would indeed be a more ‘central source’ of

genetic variation than RNA. However, reverse transcription turns out to be far from

rare, hereby corroding DNA-centrism. Indeed, the importance of reverse transcrip-

tion in genome evolution is much more substantial than previously thought (Temin

1985; Brosius 1999, 2003; Shapiro 2009, 2011). For example, over one-third of the

genetic variation in the human DNA-genome comes from reversely transcribed

RNA (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001). The contribu-

tion of reversely transcribed RNA to the origin of new genetic DNA-variation is a

widespread phenomenon that occurs in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes and that

possibly dates back to the evolutionary transition from the ancient RNA world to the

present DNA/RNA world (Brosius 2003). Brosius (2003) further argues that the

pervasiveness of reverse transcription in modern genomes suggests that the RNA

world still ‘lives through’ within the present DNA/RNA world and, as such, is not

truly over yet. This would imply that the evolutionary transition from the ancient

RNA world toward the present DNA/RNA world should not be conceived as a

‘genetic takeover’ (sensu Cairns-Smith 1985) of RNA by DNA, but rather as an

‘addition’ of DNA to the pre-existing RNA-genome (causing, among others, a

substantial increase in genetic variability and hence evolvability).

The global picture that emerges from the abundant transcription and reverse

transcription processes between DNA and RNA, is that of a global ‘NA-genome’

that incorporates both the DNA and the RNA of the cell, and in which NAs (DNA

and RNA) can specify their own and each other’s sequences of building blocks

(through replication, transcription and reverse transcription).
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The absence of a mechanism of reverse translation: the structural primacy

of NA-sequence over protein in cellular biochemistry

Cellular biochemistry is a complex process in which NA and protein are causally

intertwined and in which both ‘causation’ from NA to protein and ‘feedback

causation’ from protein to NA are important and ubiquitous. Instances of

bidirectional causation between NA and protein are all kinds of ncRNA–protein

interactions (Wu et al. 2006). A very special form of causation from (mR)NA

towards protein, however, is translation. Here, causation from NA to protein is

structural. That is, translation from NA-sequence to amino acid sequence implies a

strong structural constraint from NA on protein, i.e., from linear NA-sequence via

linear amino acid sequence to three-dimensional protein-structure. The question that

interests us here is: among the ‘feedback causation’ processes from protein to NA,

are there structural feedback constraints from protein on NA-sequence that are so

strong they can ‘counterbalance’ or ‘compensate’ for the ‘translational structural

constraint’ from NA-sequence on protein?

An example of feedback causation sine structural feedback constraint from

protein on NA would be genetic assimilation. Genetic assimilation may occur due to

epigenetic (prion-mediated) regulation of translation of hidden genetic variation and

the subsequent meiotic reassortment of this newly expressed genetic variation (True

et al. 2004; Halfmann et al. 2012). It is regarded by Koonin (2012) as a ‘‘non-

negligible flow of information from proteins to the genome’’. However, during

genetic assimilation no structural constraint or specification from prion to DNA- or

RNA-sequence has been demonstrated, only the assimilation (via prions) of pre-

existing but previously unexpressed genetic variants into the gene pool. Therefore,

genetic assimilation would involve no structural feedback constraint from protein/

prion on NA.

There are other processes of protein-mediated feedback causation on NA,

however, that do involve structural changes in NA-sequence. DNA-methylation, for

instance, sometimes causes the mutation of methylated cytosine into thymine

(Holliday 1990; Jablonka and Lamb 2005, pp 126–132; Law and Jacobsen 2010).

This, however, is only a single nucleotide substitution, thus not the specification of a

sequence of nucleotides, and hence a relatively weak or ‘information-poor’

structural feedback constraint that does not counterbalance the much stronger or

‘information-richer’ translational structural constraining from NA on protein (which

does involve the specification of sequences of building blocks or amino acids).

Another example involving protein-mediated structural modification of NA-

sequence is RNA-editing, i.e., the selective insertion, deletion or substitution of

nucleotides in RNA by various guide RNAs and enzymes (proteins) (Brennicke

et al. 1999; Maas and Rich 2000; Maydanovych and Beal 2006; Knoop 2011).

However, as in the mutation of methylated cytosine into thymine in DNA due to

DNA-methylation RNA-editing, too, involves the insertion/deletion/substitution of

single (i.e., one or a few) nucleotides, and not the specification of sequences of

nucleotides. As such, it would also involve relatively weak or ‘information-poor’

structural feedback constraints from protein to NA that do not counterbalance the

substantially stronger or ‘information-richer’ translational structural constraining
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from NA on protein. Moreover, a second reason why RNA-editing does not

‘counterbalance’ or ‘compensate’ translation from RNA to protein is that it involves

a transfer of sequence information not from protein to RNA but from (guide) RNA

to (edited) RNA due to base-pairing. Proteins—in the form of multi-protein

‘editosome’ complexes—only act as catalysts of editing processes, thus without

transmitting any of their structural or sequential information to RNA, and hence not

counterbalancing the translational structural constraint from RNA on protein. A

final example of protein-mediated structural modification of NA-sequence that we

mention here is RNA-splicing or intron/exon-recombination (Sharp 1994; Thieffry

and Sarkar 1998; Stotz 2006b; Shapiro 2009, 2011). Again, however, there seem to

be two reasons for why also RNA-splicing would not counterbalance translational

structural constraining from RNA on protein. First, it only involves a recombination

or reassortment of sequential units (exons), and not a recombination, reassortment

or rearrangement of single nucleotides into a specific sequence. Therefore, RNA-

splicing, too, would be a relatively weak, information-poor and ‘coarse-grained’

process that does not counterbalance the substantially stronger, information-richer

and more ‘fine-grained’ process of translation from NA to protein (which does

involve the arrangement of single building blocks or amino acids into specific

sequences). And secondly, as in RNA-editing, proteins—now part of ‘spliceosomal’

RNA-protein molecular complexes—only act as catalysts, thus again not transmit-

ting their structural or sequential information to RNA and hence not counterbal-

ancing the translational structural constraint from RNA on protein.

It seems highly unlikely that there will ever be discovered a ‘structural feedback

constraint’ from protein on NA that is as strong, as determining, or as ‘information-

rich’, as the structural constraint from NA on protein due to translation. Therefore, it

can be concluded that due to the absence of a mechanism of reverse translation—and

in spite of the intricate complexity of biochemical (post-genomic and epigenetic)

processes in which NA and protein are causally intertwined—the structural

constraint from NA on protein is substantially stronger than vice versa, implying

the structural primacy of NA-sequence over protein in cellular biochemistry.

Does this structural primacy of NA-sequence over protein, however, also imply a

behavioural or functional primacy of NA-sequence over protein? This is explored in

the next section.

The functional primacy of NA-sequence over protein in cellular biochemistry:
gene-centrism at the subcellular level of NA/protein-based biochemistry

What we are interested in, here, is the causal constraint from NA-sequence—via

protein-structure—on protein-behaviour/function. Of course, NA-sequence can also

influence protein-behaviour/function via functional ncRNA that interacts with

proteins (and vice versa, proteins can influence ncRNA-behaviour/function by

interacting with the latter) (Wu et al. 2006). But the process that interests us here is

the causal arrow or constraint from NA-sequence via protein-structure on protein-

behaviour/function, and whether or not this genetic constraint on protein-behaviour/
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function justifies the assumption of the ‘functional primacy’ of genetic NA-

sequence over protein in cellular biochemistry.

First, consider the causal constraint from genetic NA-sequence on protein-

structure. In the previous section, it was demonstrated that the translation-based

structural constraint from NA-sequence on protein-structure is substantially stronger

or ‘information-richer’ than the reverse structural constraint from protein on NA-

sequence. Of course, apart from genetic NA-sequence, three-dimensional protein-

structure may be co-determined by other (i.e., non-genetic) causal factors, such as

translational recoding [i.e., frameshifting, programmed bypassing and codon

redefinition (Baranov et al. 2003; Stotz 2006b)] and post-translational protein

modifications due to covalent alterations on the ribosomes (Shapiro 2009, 2011).

But in spite of such co-determinations, the causal constraint from NA-sequence on

protein-structure is relatively ‘statistically reliable’ or ‘stable’: there is a statistically

reliable or stable co-variance between genetic NA-sequence and protein-structure.

That is, the causal constraint from genetic NA-sequence on three-dimensional

protein-structure is not absolutely deterministic or preformationist, neither purely

arbitrary, contingent or indeterminate, but relatively reliable and co-variational.1

Now secondly, consider the causal constraint from genetically constrained

protein-structure on protein-behaviour/function. This causal constraint from struc-

ture on function, too, is relatively ‘statistically reliable’ or ‘stable’. Of course, here

too, apart from genetically constrained protein-structure, protein-function is co-

determined by extra-genetic contextual factors such as the availability of resources.2

But it is equally true that, in spite of such co-determination by extra-genetic

contextual factors, there is a statistically reliable or stable co-variance between

protein-structure and protein-function, i.e., between structure and function. That is,

the causal constraint from protein-structure on protein-function, too, is not

absolutely deterministic or preformationist, neither purely arbitrary, contingent or

random, but relatively reliable and co-variational.3

When we consider, then, the entire causal chain from genetic NA-sequence over

protein-structure to protein-function, the causal constraint from NA-sequence on

protein-function—although as a whole inevitably weaker than the causal constraints

from NA-sequence on protein-structure and from protein-structure on protein-

function viewed separately—should also exhibit a ‘statistical reliability’ or

‘stability’. That is, there should also be a relatively reliable co-variance between

genetic NA-sequence and protein-function, which is also the consensus view in

molecular biology. Indeed, although the causal constraint from genetic NA-sequence

on protein-function certainly cannot be termed absolutely deterministic or prefor-

mationist (because of extra-genetic causal factors that are co-determining), this

constraint, however, is also far from purely arbitrary, contingent or random, but

1 In Woodward’s (2010) terminology, the causal arrow or constraint from genetic NA-sequence to three-

dimensional protein-structure is characterised by a relative ‘‘stability’’ (cf. our ‘reliability’) and

‘‘specificity’’ (cf. our ‘co-variance’). .
2 We thank an anonymous reviewer for drawing our attention to this.
3 Again in Woodward’s (2010) terminology, the causal arrow or constraint from protein-structure to

protein-function is characterised by a relative ‘‘stability’’ and ‘‘specificity’’.
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relatively reliable and co-variational. That is, genetic NA-sequences put (relatively

reliable) co-variational constraints upon protein-functioning.4

What, then, is the relevance of all this for the ‘functional primacy’ of genetic NA-

sequence over protein in cellular biochemistry? For this latter to hold, the causal

(co-variational) constraint from genetic NA-sequence on protein-function should be

stronger than the reverse causal constraint from protein-functioning on genetic NA-

sequence. The crucial question, thus, becomes: is protein-functioning able to

‘counterbalance’ the (relatively reliable) co-variational constraint it undergoes from

genetic NA-sequence? Is there from protein-functioning an equally reliable co-

variational feedback constraint on genetic NA-sequence? More specifically, can

variations in protein-functioning (which are contextually co-determined by extra-

genetic factors) be relatively reliably co-variationally ‘re-transformed’ or ‘re-

translated’ into genetic NA-sequence?

To our knowledge, no feedback mechanism that can accomplish this task has yet

been discovered. Indeed, such a feedback mechanism should involve (a) a (relatively

reliable) co-variational re-transformation of variations in protein-functioning

(which are co-determined by non-genetic contextual factors) into an appropriate,

‘co-variational’ modification of amino acid sequence, followed by (b) the latter’s

(relatively reliable) reverse translation into genetic NA-sequence. Such a truly

‘Lamarckian’ mechanism does most probably not exist. Although protein-mediated

post-genomic and epigenetic feedback modifications of NA-sequence5 involve some

causal influence from protein-functioning on NA-sequence, none of them involves

anything close to a co-variational re-transformation or re-translation of variations in

protein-functioning into co-varying NA-sequence.

Therefore, the (relatively reliable) co-variational constraint from genetic NA-

sequence on protein-function is in all likelihood stronger than the reverse causal

constraint from protein-functioning on NA-sequence. Hence, the conclusion is

almost inevitable: genetic NA-sequence has—in addition to ‘structural primacy’

(see previous section)—a ‘functional primacy’ over protein in cellular biochemistry.

As such, a modest kind of ‘gene/NA-centrism’ confined to the subcellular level of

NA/protein-based biochemistry seems feasible. The justification of such a gene-

centric conception of subcellular NA/protein-based biochemistry can be summa-

rised as follows:

Genetic sequences can put (relatively reliable or stable) co-variational
constraints upon protein-functioning, but protein-functioning cannot put – or

at least far less – co-variational constraints upon genetic sequences.

This argument for gene-centrism only applies to NA/protein-based biochemistry,

that is, to the interactions between NA and protein at the subcellular level, and not to

the whole of cellular biochemistry, meaning not to the level of the cell as a whole. In

the next section, we explore and formulate the conditions, and their (non)fulfilment,

4 Again, using Woodward’s (2010) framework, the causal arrow or constraint from genetic NA-sequence

to protein-function is characterised by a relative ‘‘stability’’ (cf. our ‘reliability’) and ‘‘specificity’’ (cf. our

‘co-variance’).
5 See previous section.
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for gene-centrism to be extendable and generalisable to higher levels of biological

organisation.

Can gene-centrism be generalised?

Can the modest gene/NA-centrism at the subcellular level of specifically NA/protein-

based biochemistry be extended to higher levels of biological organisation, for

example to the level of whole cells, multicellular organisms, and perhaps even

beyond? Following the logic of the previous sections, the answer to this question is

only ‘‘conditionally yes’’. That is, the basic condition for a gene-centric conception of

a particular level of biological organisation should go as follows:

Regardless of the number of co-determining non-genetic causal factors

involved, the causal constraints from genetic sequences on higher-level (e.g.,

proteinaceous, epigenetic, cellular, phenotypic, etc.) organisation should be

stronger than the causal feedback constraints from that higher-level

organisation on genetic sequences.

Or, formulated in a more precise way:

Genetic sequences should be able to put (relatively reliable or stable) co-
variational constraints upon higher levels (e.g., upon the epigenetic or the

phenotypic level), while higher (e.g., epigenetic or phenotypic) levels should

be able to put less (or no) co-variational constraints upon genetic sequences.

This, rather abstract, basic condition can be made more concrete by splitting it up

into two sub-conditions:

(A) There should be a (relatively reliable or stable) flow of genetic sequence

information from the genome all the way to higher-level organisation, i.e., the

causal arrow or influence from genetic sequences all the way to higher-level

variants should exhibit a statistical reliability and co-variance.6

(B) The higher level cannot fully counterbalance or compensate for (A) the

(relatively reliable or stable) co-variational constraint it undergoes from the

genetic sequence level, i.e., there should be an absence of ‘Lamarckian’

higher-level mechanisms for (relatively reliable or stable) co-variational re-

transformation and/or re-translation of higher-level variation into co-varying

genetic sequence variation.

This asymmetry in co-variational constraint among genetic sequence and higher-

level organisation is conditional for gene-centrism to hold and, as such, can be

found in Dawkins (1982, 2004) and Haig (2007).7 The question is, however, to what

extent does this asymmetry actually hold?

6 Cf. Woodward’s (2010) ‘stability’ and ‘specificity’.
7 That is, the attention that both Dawkins (1982, 2004) and Haig (2007) devote to argue for a co-

variational constraint from genes on phenotypes and not the other (‘Lamarckian’) way around.
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Let us first focus on the (relatively ‘low’) epigenetic level, i.e., the field of epigenetics,

and raise the question whether it can be legitimately gene-centrically conceived. Indeed,

most biologists do, often implicitly, conceive epigenetics gene-centrically, as ‘gene-de-

centric’ conceptions of epigenetics, such as those by Oyama (1985), Oyama et al. (2001),

Jablonka and Lamb (1995, 2005), Griesemer (2000, 2002, 2005), Keller (2000), Moss

(2003), Stotz (2006a, b), Callebaut et al. (2007), Noble (2008, 2011) and Shapiro (2009,

2011), do not represent mainstream thinking in biology. But for a ‘legitimate’ gene-

centric conception of epigenetics, the abovementioned basic condition, and more

specifically both sub-conditions, require to be fulfilled.

At first sight, sub-condition (A) seems fulfilled: due to transcription and

translation of genetic sequences into functional gene products (functional ncRNAs

and proteins), there should be at least a minimal statistically reliable co-variational

constraint from the genetic sequence level (the genome) on the epigenetic level (the

epigenome). Sub-condition (B) seems also fulfilled, since none of the known

epigenetic feedback mechanisms that modify or edit NA-sequences8 involves a co-

variational, truly Lamarckian ‘feedback translation’ from epigenetic variation into

co-varying genetic NA-sequences. Hence, gene-centrists would have a point by

stating that there is (A) a ‘co-variational constraint’ from the genome on the

epigenome and (B) less or not in the opposite direction, which as such, would justify

a gene-centric conception of epigenetics. However, gene-de-centrists (e.g., Jablonka

and Lamb 1995, 2005; Jablonka and Raz 2009) have a strong counterargument: due

to the inevitable input of extra-genetic contextual information on the causal pathway

from genetic sequence to epigenetic effect, genetic sequence information is already

somewhat ‘diluted’ at the epigenetic level. The informational content or determi-

nacy of the epigenetic level is not simply reducible to that of the genetic level. That

is, the genetic level does not exhaustively encode the epigenetic level: there is an

epigenetic ‘potential’, ‘plasticity’ or ‘variability’ allowing for all kinds of non-

genetic ‘switches’ and ‘adjustments’ that are even often epigenetically inheritable.

Hence, the co-variational constraint from the genetic on the epigenetic level would

be lost. Gene-centrists would then reply that although the existence of epigenetic

variability and inheritance does indeed exclude an ‘absolute’ co-variance from the

genetic to the epigenetic level, there nevertheless is (A) a relatively reliable and co-

variational constraint from genetic sequences (via functional ncRNA and protein)

on the epigenetic level, which would be (B) less or not the case in the opposite

direction from the epigenetic on the genetic level (cf. Dawkins 2004; Haig 2007).

Based on this admittedly too brief analysis of the causal relationship between the

genetic and the epigenetic level, we may provisionally conclude that the verdict is still

out and that both camps have a strong argument with the potential to undermine that of

their opponents. More empirical studies on the complex causal relationships between

genetic and epigenetic processes are required to weigh the causal and co-variational

constraints both levels put on each other (cf. Richards et al. 2010; Wilkins 2011).

Let us now focus on a much ‘higher’ level, namely the phenotypic level. Here

too, the received wisdom that the phenome can be legitimately gene-centrically

conceived, has become under increasing criticism during the past three decades.

8 Reviewed in the section on ‘‘The absence of a mechanism of reverse translation’’.
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And here too, for a legitimate gene-centric conception of the phenotype, both sub-

conditions (A) and (B) would need to be fulfilled. What sub-condition (A) concerns,

in The Extended Phenotype Dawkins (1982, see also 2004) has argued that in many

cases there is a statistically reliable co-variance not only between genetic sequence

and organismal phenotype, but also between genetic sequence and ‘extended’

phenotypic effect. In traditional neo-Darwinian and Modern Synthesis evolutionary

biology, the causal developmental pathway from gene to phenotypic effect was

‘black-boxed’. Although some processes such as pleiotropy were known, this often

falsely gave the impression that the genotype/phenotype-relation would be a simple

one-to-one correlation, underpinned by a linear, deterministic and/or preformation-

ist causal pathway. From the 1980s on, however, both evo-devo and systems

biology opened up the black box between gene and phenotype, revealing a rich

array of complex non-linear processes implying a many-to-many relationship

between genes and their phenotypic effects. As Dawkins (1982, p. 22) already

wrote: ‘‘[…] development is terribly complicated, and we don’t yet understand

much about how phenotypes are generated. But that they are generated, and that

genes contribute significantly to their variation are incontrovertible facts, […].’’

Indeed, that genes contribute to the ontogenetic development of phenotypic

morphology and function, is incontrovertible. But is there a statistically reliable or

stable co-variance between genetic sequence variation and phenotypic variation—

so central to neo-Darwinian and Modern Synthesis evolutionary theory? The

mapping of the causal relationship between genetic sequence and phenotypic

level—which turns out to be highly complex, indirect, non-linear and many-to-

many—is a central objective in both evo-devo and systems biology. In systems

biology, the following hierarchy is used to unravel and conceptualise this complex

relationship: from genome and transcriptome to proteome to interactome to

metabolome to phenome (Medina 2005; De Backer et al. 2010). And in evo-devo it

is from gene and genome, to gene regulatory network (GRN) and epigenome, to

morphogenetic field/module and cell condensation, to phenotypic morphology and

function (Gilbert et al. 1996; Hall 2003; Callebaut and Rasskin-Gutman 2005). At

every level higher-up, new extra-genetic causal factors join in, hereby ‘diluting’ the

genetic causal/informational line and causing the informational content or

determinacy of a higher level to be higher than—and irreducible to—that of a

lower level. Hence, the higher up we go in the biological hierarchy, the more the co-

variational constraint from genetic sequence on that higher level will decrease, the

less there is a chance that that level can be gene-centrically conceived. Therefore,

since a legitimate gene-centric conception of the still relatively ‘low’ epigenetic

level is already dubious (see above), a legitimate gene-centric conception of higher

levels seems, at least currently, out of reach.

Conclusion

Due to the discovery during the past few decades of complex post-genomic,

epigenetic and extra-genetic processes and mechanisms in which genes and the

genome are causally integrated and contextualised, the gene-centric paradigm of life
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has lost its popularity among a number of bio-philosophers and bio-theorists. See in

this regard developmental systems theory (Oyama 1985; Oyama et al. 2001) and

other ‘gene-de-centric’ perspectives (e.g., Jablonka and Lamb 1995, 2005;

Griesemer 2000, 2002, 2005; Keller 2000; Moss 2003; Stotz 2006a,b; Callebaut

et al. 2007; Noble 2008, 2011; Shapiro 2009, 2011). However, as we demonstrated

above, gene-centrism should not simply be abandoned. Although DNA-centrism

appears to have become a difficult position to hold, a modest ‘NA-centrism’

confined to the subcellular level of NA/protein-based biochemistry seems feasible

and even preferable. If we move a little bit higher up to the epigenetic level,

however, taking into account the current state of knowledge on the complex causal

relationships between genetic and epigenetic processes, gene-centrism indeed

already seems dubious. This dubiousness inevitably increases further higher up into

the direction of the phenotypic level.
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